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ABSTRACT

There are quite a few authors that had study the financial
literature and shared their findings. The results were some-
what surprising, however they explain why some some social
classes struggle with financial difficulties.
It is crucial to reverse this tendency, to instil users to learn.
Although it is necessary to achieve two completely different
generations, an elderly generation near to their retirement and
become more aware of the difficulties of a poor financial man-
agement and the youngest generation, preparing them to the
future and give them the knowledge to apply in their every-
day.
Something need to be changed in the current paradigm. One
way to do so is to develop electronic application with that
goal in mind.
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INTRODUCTION

There are quite a few authors that had study the financial
literature and shared their findings. The results were some-
what surprising, however they explain why some some social
classes struggle with financial difficulties.

Atkinson, McKay, Collard and Kempson[3] in a study
about ”Levels of Financial Capability in the UK” states it
is necessary to develop applications to aim schools, young
adults, working places and new parents. They go further by
concluding: ”there is a need for independent pre-purchase
advice, especially for those who do not have the money to
pay”.

In other article, Lusardi and Mitchelli[5] concluded the many
consumers do not understand financial subjects in many
developed countries, which is a bit alarming in the current
days. Other in another article[4] by the same authors they
concluded the results of the survey they conducted only
one third of the inquiries answer correctly to all financial
questions.

Something need to be changed in the current paradigm. One
way to do so is to develop electronic application with that
goal in mind.

STATE-OF-THE-ART

Rowe and Lester[6] presented a modular framework that
focus in splitting narratives in such way it is possible to
have multiple concurrent sub-problems that they formalize
as adaptable event sequences (AESs and each of the AESs
is modelled as a Markov Decision Process(MDP) that focus
on user experience. They tested their framework on Crystal
Island1 with good learning results from the students.

Amaral and Alexandre[2] in their paper talk about financial
illiteracy and the finding of Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) findings in this
subject and propose the development of a application ”that
empowers financial education from 7 to 77 years old”. How-
ever also state that current application focus in a particular
segment and not cross aged.

It was found on-line a web application[1] that aims the
younger with goal of give awarenesses about the money
and the allowance. It is a web application with only one
supported language (Portuguese) and it was developed in
Flash R©2 technology, which has a small issue: it does not run
under IOS R©3 devices.

Most mobile applications available have some limitations
which prevent the ultimate goal of teaching the end user
about financial illiteracy, some of them are:

• Lack Collaboration support

• Don’t have Multi-Platform support

• Is Not free

• Not intuitive

• Don’t have multilingual support

• Is not challenging

The proposal of this current work is to provide a support
architectural framework that add costumer and vendor
value, allowing to everyone to reach the basics financial
knowledge goal. By adding the elements that were missing
in some applications and decoupling it is possible to reach

1
http://ci-lostinvestigation.appspot.com/

2From Adobe R©Company
3Operating system of Apple R©Inc. for their mobile devices
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all users in all platforms, in this way all people are able to
reach to financial knowledge trough an interactive computer
application.

APPLICATION

It was mention previously that there is great problem in
our days regarding financial education, families struggle to
be live within their monthly salary to their expenses, this
because they do not understand the concepts, they were not
educated properly.

It is crucial to reverse this tendency, to instil users to learn.
Although it is necessary to achieve two completely different
generations, an elderly generation near to their retirement
and become more aware of the difficulties of a poor financial
management and the youngest generation, preparing them
to the future and give them the knowledge to apply in their
everyday.

Both generations have in common the low knowledge about
finances, the growing love about more intuitive mobile
devices such tablets, where they have a nice and pleasant
experience. Keeping that in mind, developing a frame-
work/application that is useful to both of them is a challenge,
because we are talking about two different generations with
(at least) one generation gap and have their own application
category choices.

The choice falls to keep a drama narrative application, goal
oriented, with rewards and penalties as a ground floor to all
generations. The way that the user interact with the scenery
and in every scenes, may provide the necessary engagement
to aid the user to achieve the main goal, which is to learn
about finances.

By adding a collaborative feature, becomes possible to a
user remote agent to interact with local user and provide the
necessary guidance to achieve the current goal, mutually
cooperate or even to teach each other. Since collaboration
requires connection to Internet, becomes also possible to the
user save their status on-line and resume playing in other
device, which it is useful to the segment of the society that do
not possess a computer (or mobile device) and uses school
shared computers.

To be agnostic to technology and to implementation, it was
first designed the architecture of the application according to
their initial requirements:

• Designed to work in mobile devices (tablet devices)

• Interacting to user

• Collaborative Interaction support

• Be multi-lingual

• Be multi-platform

• Engaging and Challenging

During the semester, it was presented in the course several
pedagogical agents and their architecture (when available),
two of them were Cosmo: The Internet Advisor4 and Adele:
Agent for Distance Learning: Light Edition5 focus on
their purpose and with models pretty interesting from a
architecture point of view.

After careful analysis of both architecture, it comes down to
figure 2 as a client and the figure 1 as a server architecture,
been somewhat similar to Adele architecture. Has it can been
stated it is hybrid client-server framework, in such way that
can connect to a server and provide more functionalities such
as remote profile saving, on-line collaboration, update learn-
ing statistics (for machine learning) and review application
trained learning and game model. Actually, server-side, is
most useful for machine learning, having a Cloud infrastruc-
ture for processing and update learning models in such way
one can use in a specific mobile application or for others
applications sharing the same infrastructure. For instances,
we have one pedagogical financial application following the
framework guidelines and uses the server infrastructure, and
have another application, let us say pedagogical mathemat-
ics, using the same structure, the training statistics can be
computed and the shared over all applications, then each
application can learn which are the most common difficulties,
compare to the user usage and adapt the game experience to
improve the flaws. On the client side, particular because is
cases of mobile devices, does not make since doing great
machine learning, first because don’t learn stage is not very
interesting with one source of data, and then can reduce the
device life battery and degrade application performance.

Figure 1. Server Application Architecture

4
http://www.csc.ncsu.edu/academics/undergrad/

Reports/jlelliot/thesis97.html
5
http://www.isi.edu/isd/ADE/papers/its98/ITS98-WW.

htm
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It can be seen on the server architecture1 is simple, we
have a client crossing the cloud )it does not matter how
they arrive to the server) and have a entry point into the
server application. Then we can see a Game Manager that
orchestrate the client requests for the actions they perform for
collaboration, interacting with Session Manager and evaluat-
ing each player session and also interacting with Character
Manager validating character actions. Either if is needed any
database interaction, it’s also done by Game Manager while
communicate with the Access Layer. Interaction within all
modules is made respecting each others data contract, their
interface agreement, in this way the modules are decoupled
and cohesive.

Figure 2. Client Application Architecture

In the other side, we have the client architecture2, as it
may seem very similar to server architecture (and it is), it
has different purposes. Recall that there is been describe
an architecture with no remark to technology or vendor
platform. A framework totally decoupled, cohesive and no
pre-minded set, just designing a architecture filling the needs
of a generic framework.
The Client is composed with six parts every one of the with
great importance. Clara Client expose the interactive point to
the server, for the purposes describe early. Character Engine
is the full responsible of Characters, how the act, what they
say, do, think and respond, about their personality, about
their goals. In fact, we can think of them as a Character
Factory where we can factor characters. The Scenario
Engine is responsible for the scenarios, the possible path
between scenes, the achievement of the goals, the penalties
and the engaging story. Again Game Engine acts like the
orchestrator, between the previous modules and the User
Interface Engine. The User Interface Engine and Clara
User Interface they are implement as the desired platform
characteristic and potentialities, such as text to speech
interfaces, music playing, etc.. The User Interface Engine
does not act as a controller but as a customized enforcer, all
processing, scenery and character changing it was already
been made, it’s time to provide to the client a engaging, user
friendly front-end experience.

DEVELOPMENT

The design of the prototype start with an high level view over
the system, it can be seen in figure 3 a navigation graph of the
application. When entering the application the application
start a Splash Screen and afterwards enter the game menu. In
this game the user navigate to the Profile where can manage
their profile, navigate to Preferences where is able to set
game preferences and go to the Game it self.

Figure 3. High Level Application Navigation Graph

While taking a step through, it is possible to see in figure 4
how the application interact with each other and how they
match with the Clara Client architecture, and it has a very
basic and common structure of working, from the Game
Home we can start a New Game, Resume Game and Quit
Game, those request are sent to the Game Manager that takes
the proper internal procedure and goes to the scenery or go
back, according to the action it was made. The player acts
like a first person and interacts with the application.

Figure 4. Application Game Navigation Graph

The prototype scenario chosen was like figure 5, it has
seven scenes, and most of them has at least two choices of
navigation for the user. Some of these scenes host a character
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to the user interact. In this prototype version the characters
are reactive agents, they answer to the user stimulus but
since the character personality and disposition is set on each
character is pretty easy to evolve to more pro-active model.

Figure 5. Prototype Scenery Navigation Graph

This prototype was developed using XAML6 and C# and
the application target Windows 8 Store form Microsoft
Surface R©mobile device. Users interfaces were designed in
XAML and the navigation path also adjusted to XAML. This
decision was not a restriction but a way to agile development,
it’s possible inject behaviour into the XAML code to change
the default behaviour.

Application Intelligence

Figure 6. Application Model

It is possible to observe in figure 6 the class model of the ap-
plication. It has the model of the Character Engine, since the
Scenery Engine was embedded in the XAML. There are two
characters, the grandfather and the milkman, both of them im-
plement ICharacter interface. Each character has a Charac-
terBooleanDecisionTree¡T¿ that is a simplified Markov De-
cision Process, this tree is composed with Node¡T¿ nodes
where is kept a set of field to help the Game Engine decide
what the to. It is at the Node level (the lowest level) that is
decided the outcome, if at that node what happen to the goals,
the rewards, penalties, etc.. Each node has a Statement that is

6Extensible Application Markup Language

a simple way to add a way of disposing multiple dialogues,
for example before a character set a goal and ask if the user
accept or not, it may provide context, lots of sentences, dy-
namic number of sentences (following some statistical distri-
bution) and shown to the user (by the proper entity).

APPLICATION SCREENSHOTS

It is presented a set of screen-shots of this prototype applica-
tion.

Figure 7. Application Start

Figure 8. Scenery Start - Bedroom

Figure 9. Living room with one character

This set of screen-shoots show user interaction.

Another way to modify user mood and personification was
adding a reward/penalty by each scene , so if the user took
a larger path to the goal its penalized and rewarded by the
shortest path.
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Figure 10. Kitchen with the same character

Figure 11. Street ”crossroads”

Figure 12. Candy store

Figure 13. Milk store with one character

CONCLUSION

This framework shown to be very versatile and multi-purpose
application, we can abstract any of the modules implemen-
tation and focus on a specific task and when joined with the

Figure 14. Playing park

Figure 15. Interaction with Grandfather character

Figure 16. Interaction with Milkman character

application, magic appears.
Fighting financial illiteracy is a honourable effort and
should be embraced with all computer science engineer and
developer. It should be a in every person concern to help
solve or at least reduce this issue, because knowledge should
be shared and the well-being a human right.

The prototype shown that is possible to use the framework
targeting the Surface mobile device, although is design used
is not user friendly or captive. My suggestion is to use an
alternative development framework such as Monogame7 or
Unity8, but once again it was shown possible doing it in
XAML.

FUTURE WORK

7http://monogame.codeplex.com/
8http://unity3d.com/
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There is a lot of work to do in order to the framework is
implemented, there is all server side work to be implemented.
In the client side, in concrete in the current prototype, there
is some user interaction bugs to be solved. There is the some
code changes needed to apply some code design patterns
decoupling even more the application. The Scenario Engine
has to be adapted in order to allow addiction of multiple
goals and scenarios. There is needed some graphic interface
changes in such way that the user no longer has numeric
points shown but alternatively having emotional faces. Could
be added some animation, but that is more likely to be a user
interface manager implementation choice.
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